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Dear John, 

Although I had questions about Zebra coming from their publishing of an obviously 
fraudulent book I did make- an effort with them. ':hat publisher is much better? 

It wae all downhill after an excited and exciting beginning. 
Whether or not they are for real they apeear to be no different than any other 

publiehere on this subjects crap is great but the substantial 1.3 dangerous, self- 
described in other words for personal comfort. 

They kept exulting about pie in the sky. I kept asking for bread on the table. 
When I insisted they said they did not krow what to do or sree 
Why? 

Because I asked for a straight publishing contract and nothing else. 
So I helve no contract and no way of seeking one and besed on pant experience 

no encouragement to seek one. The book must be done, more beceuse the.weetch Line is 
obeueeating more daily, knowing nothing except hoe to commercialize. e is exculpating 
the errant FBI, aetueley. 

I have to go to Dallas on one of my FOIA suits in 10 daye. Ai for I return and 
catch up I'll start writing. I'll need editing but I'll not he able to pay, so I'll be doing without editing again, alas. 

Hope your book does well. Norton can do a good job. 
My ozperionce with them is ebet drove me to bocoeing a publisher. 
They say on Whitewnah in late 1965 and early 196o for four inonths and then wound 

up aakine me to de the ireesponeible, charge the government with a JFK consFiracy. 
There was no proof of it then, there still in not and I would not do it. 
‘onspirecy to cover up is another matter. `That ie what the book does prove. 
I'm finding I do not have the physical stamina I had so I'm a bit behind in all 

physical work. However, I'm getting the pool ready. If the kids do not swim the larger 
half is sere for them. rope you can make it up soon. 

Based on your need to support a family I believe you mdde to right decision not 
to take the roam house near here. Mice an area an it is for raisins kids. 

If you wind up with regular hours there are those who prefer to live in this area 
and comeute to Washington by 4 	

,i 
reyhound or rail. reyhound is in reederiek, the train 

104 15 miles out of town. I believe public transportation will improve in time. There 
is the need. 

Thanks and good luck, 


